Morelia, Mich. October 5, 2018.

Subject: combative Congratulations.

To all the educators of the world integrated in the FISE and the Wsf.

World Teacher day, held annually on 5 October from 1994, commemorates the anniversary of
the signing of the UNESCO/ilo recommendation on the status of teachers in 1966 but, beyond
remembering an answer to a simple recommendation, October 5 is a date to remember
combativamente, that the teacher, in each and every one of the countries of the world, not only is he
who teaches to read and write or perform mathematical operations, the master is who actually loads
on his shoulders the great re Liabilities to train analytical, critical, deductive, sensitive Students.

The teacher faces the day to day, to the increasing ambitions of the large groups of economic
power, like the International Monetary Fund the World Bank and the Organization for the cooperation
and the economic development, the latter that, with recommendations In educational matters It aims
to deprive children of a free and compulsory secular education, since it sees education as a juicy
business, from which to obtain the best profits even at the cost of sacrificing the educational future of
the new generations; It also seeks to deprive the teacher of its work matter by justifying that any
person, thus having a minimum training and "approve" an examination, can be a teacher; It imposes an
arbitrary and savage methodology against the teachers in function, to deprive them of their work
places by means of the so-called examinations of permanence and promotion; And it limits the already
stunted salaries of the teachers, to the obtaining of bonds and economic benefits for those who are
meekly subjected to their perverse manipulations.

This situation has resulted in the fierce opposition of teachers across the globe, from the
protests of teachers in countries such as spain, france, greece, morocco, Mexico and many other
countries around the world, who have bravely come out to defend the education, which is the present
and the future of Humanity.

Be teaching is, without a doubt, the most complete expression of love for people, for life;
Respect for the different realities and cultural context that manifest around the WORLD. It is why, as
Mexican teachers we do you call to celebrate this and every day fighting tirelessly in full unity of action,
so that we not only retain the fundamental right to education; also, that this right is exercised in full
freedom; Because educational policies, and budgets are consistent with the great need that must count
with the necessary elements for the development of this important activity for the peoples of the
world, appropriate to needs buildings, counting with the essential materials; With dining rooms for
children; Assigning livable wages for whom we exercise this noble Profession.

We must not forget that there are countries that have been, and in many cases are still being
devastated by the war, which is another big business of the power Groups.

This day, We must protest together, with the requirement of not dying or a single child or teacher in
schools who are bombarded as if they were military targets; The innocent blood not is must to spill
more. We cannot conceive a world celebration, while still falling victims of bombing; While to continue
in the most cruel exile and in refugee camps, thousands of children and teachers.

Worldwide, We are millions of teachers to the FISE and the WFTU-affiliated, we make common efforts
to bring down all the evils that have created us more harmful and fierce history educational policies
and which are, in fact, policies of exploitation, slavery and Annihilation for the working class.

COMBATIVAMENTE.

BY EDUCATION TO The SERVICE OF the PEOPLE!

UNITED AND ORGANIZED, WE'LL WIN!
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